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(57) ABSTRACT 

For producing mail pieces in a mail production apparatus, 
starting from physical postal items, a required operating 
condition of the mail production apparatus is determined. At 
least one physical property to be realized manually of the 
required operating condition is determined and at least one 
current physical property of a current condition of the mail 
production apparatus is registered. A difference betWeen the 
at least one current physical property and the at least one 
physical property to be realized manually of said required 
operating condition is determined and an associated indica 
tion is represented in humanly perceptible form. In response, 
the at least one current physical property is changed, such 
that the difference is removed. Next, With the mail produc 
tion apparatus in the required operating condition, at least 
one mail piece is assembled from physical postal items. Also 
described are computer softWare and an apparatus for use 
With this method. 
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PRODUCTION OF MAIL PIECES AND 
PREPARATIONS THEREFOR 

FIELD AND BACKGROUND OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0001] The invention relates to a method and an apparatus 
for producing mail pieces in a mail production apparatus, 
starting from physical postal items. The invention further 
relates to a computer program for programming an apparatus 
for practicing such a method. 

[0002] Mail production apparatuses knoWn from practice, 
of the Neopost SI-72 type, are arranged for indicating What 
paper lengths for producing mail pieces under a particular 
system setting need to be present in Which feeder stations. 

[0003] HoWever, due to the mail producing apparatuses 
being frequently operated by temporary personnel With little 
experience, the problem occurs that during the preparations 
of the mail producing apparatus prior to the production of a 
mail piece or, as is more usual, a series of mail pieces under 
a predetermined system setting, problems arise in that the 
operator fails to see What needs to be done to bring the 
apparatus in the required condition of use, or makes mis 
takes. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0004] The invention has for its object to provide a method 
Whereby preparing a mail production apparatus is simpli?ed 
and the chance of errors is reduced. To that end, the 
invention provides a method for producing mail pieces in a 
mail production apparatus, starting from physical postal 
items, comprising: selecting a required operating condition 
of the mail production apparatus applying to the production 
of at least one mail piece; determining at least one physical 
property to be realiZed manually of the required operating 
condition; registering at least one current physical property 
of a current condition of the mail production apparatus; 
determining a difference betWeen the at least one current 
physical property and the at least one property to be realiZed 
manually of the required operating condition; representing 
an indication associated With the difference in a humanly 
perceptible form: manually changing the at least one current 
physical property, such that the difference is removed; and 
assembling the at least one mail piece from physical postal 
items With the mail production apparatus in the required 
operating condition. 

[0005] As at least one physical property of the required 
operating condition that is to be manually realiZed is deter 
mined; at least one current physical property of a current 
condition of the mail production apparatus is registered; a 
difference betWeen the at least one current physical property 
and the at least one, only manually realiZable property of the 
required operating condition is determined; and an indica 
tion associated With the difference is represented in humanly 
perceptible form, the operator of the production apparatus 
does not himself need to determine the settings to be 
changed, but he can simply see What differences there are 
betWeen the current condition of the apparatus and the 
required operating condition of the apparatus, or at least 
Which actions are to he performed for bringing the mail 
production apparatus from the current condition into the 
required operating condition. 
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[0006] The invention further provides a computer program 
for supporting manual preparatory operations for operation 
aliZing a mail production apparatus, comprising instructions 
for: determining data regarding a required operating condi 
tion applying to the production of at least one mail piece; 
determining at least one physical property to be realiZed 
manually of said required operating condition; registering at 
least one current physical property of a current condition of 
the mail production apparatus; determining a difference 
betWeen the at least one current physical property and the at 
least one property to be realiZed manually of the required 
operating condition; and causing an indication associated 
With the difference to be represented in humanly perceptible 
form. In accordance With such a computer program, a mail 
production apparatus can be controlled for practicing the 
method according to the invention. 

[0007] The invention further provides a mail production 
apparatus for producing mail pieces, starting im physical 
postal items, comprising: at least one ?nishing assembly for 
producing physical mail pieces; a sensor for registering a 
current physical property of a current condition of the at 
least one ?nishing assembly; representation means, and a 
control structure communicatively linked With the ?nishing 
assembly, the sensor and the representation mess, the control 
structure being provided With code for: determining data 
regarding a required operating condition applying to the 
production of at least one mail piece; determining at least 
one physical property to be realiZed manually of the required 
operating condition; causing at least one current physical 
property of a current condition of the ?shing assembly to be 
registered; determining a difference betWeen the at least one 
current physical property and the at least one property to be 
realiZed manually of the required operating condition; caus 
ing an indication associated With the difference to be rep 
resented by the representation means; and causing the at 
least one mail piece to be composed by the ?nishing 
assembly in the operating condition. Such an apparatus is 
speci?cally arranged for practicing the method according to 
the invention. 

[0008] Particularly advantageous embodiments of the 
invention are laid doWn in the depending claims. 

[0009] Further details and aspects of the invention Will be 
discussed With reference to the ?gures shoWn in the draWing. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

[0010] FIG. 1 is a cutaWay schematic side elevation of a 
system according to an exemplary embodiment of the inven 
tion. 

[0011] FIG. 2 is a toW diagram representing an eXample of 
a method according to the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0012] In the folloWing, the invention Will be further 
elucidated on the basis of the eXample of an apparatus 
according to the invention shoWn in FIG. 1. 

[0013] The apparatus shoWn in FIG. 1 has a ?nishing 
assembly for producing mail pieces. The ?nishing assembly 
is equipped With a number of feeder stations for feeding 
documents. In the apparatus, these are designed as document 
feeder stations 1 for feedings documents 20, 21, 23. The 
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apparatus further comprises a printer 2 for printing sheets 25 
and feeding printed sheets, and envelope feeder stations 34, 
35 for feeding envelopes. 

[0014] The fast feeder stations 1 are designed as document 
feeder stations. Each of the document feeder stations 1 has 
an associated tray 5 for holding insert documents to be 
supplied. For feeding the inserts, the feeder stations are each 
provided With a feed roller 6, a separation roller 7, a 
transport roller 8 and a pair of delivery rollers 9. An example 
of a separation provision suitable for use in feeder stations 
1 according to the exemplary embodiment shoWn is 
described in more detail in Us. Pat. No. 5,362,037, Which 
is hereby referred to. 

[0015] Aposition of the ?nding assembly designated 1‘ is 
empty, apart from delivery rollers serving for feed-through 
of documents Which are to be passed from upstream feeder 
stations along that position 1‘. At this position 1‘, for instance 
the same feeder station as the feeder stations 1 can be placed, 
but also a special feeder station or a station for carrying out 
special operations, such as stamping passing documents or 
providing these With a sticker, a sachet or a plastic card. 

[0016] The printer 2 is provided With a tray 10 for sheets 
26 to be printed and a pair of delivery rollers 11 for each time 
delivering a printed sheet at a suitable moment. The printer 
2 is further designed and positioned such that the printing of 
a sheet in each case is completed before the sheet reaches a 
Waiting position betWeen the delivery rollers 11. 

[0017] The feeder stations 1 and the printer 2 link up With 
a feed track 3 having a series of opposite transport rollers 12, 
13, 14. 

[0018] The apparatus shoWn further comprises an aligning 
station 16 for aligning documents belonging to a set and any 
other postal items, to form a stack having document edges 
substantially in alignment on one side. 

[0019] The aligning station 16 is designed as a terminal 
station With an aligning surface 19 With a stop 26 and a 
discharge track 36 in line With the aligning source 19. 
Upstream of the aligning surface, the aligning station 16 has 
transport rollers 27, 28, 29, 30 and guides 61, 62. The 
aligning surface 19 is de?ned by a series of rollers. 

[0020] The documents can be transported in the feeding 
direction as far as against the stop 26 and subsequently be 
discharged in the opposite direction to a folding station 32. 
The aligned document edges then form the trailing edge of 
the stack, Which is advantageous in folding the stack. 

[0021] Opposite the aligning surface 19, a conveyor belt 
17 is arranged, Which runs approximately parallel to the 
aligning surface 19, can exert some pressure on the aligning 
surface 19 and has a greater coef?cient of friction relative to 
documents than does the aligning surface 19, Which more 
over is provided With rollers for further limiting the ?ction 
betWeen documents and that surface. By driving the belt 17 
in the direction of the stop 26, documents present betWeen 
the aligning surface 19 and the belt 17 can be urged against 
the stop 26, so that the document edges are mutually aligned 
on the side of the stop 26. 

[0022] By driving the conveyor belt 17, a document can be 
moved over the surface 19 as far as against the stop 26. A 
next document, Which has been partly passed betWeen the 
preceding document and the conveyor belt 17, Will, moving 
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over the preceding document, likeWise move as far as 
against the stop 26 When the belt 17 is driven in the direction 
of the stop 26. Thus, successive documents can be aligned. 

[0023] The folding station 32 is provided With a ?rst and 
a second pair of folding rollers 37, 38 and 39, 40, With the 
discharge track 36 extending betWeen the folding rollers 37, 
38 and 39, 40. Provided betWeen the stop 26 and the folding 
rollers 37, 38 and 39, 40, respectively, are de?ectors 41 and 
42 for de?ecting the edge of a stack remote from the stop 26. 
Opposite a folding nip betWeen each pair of folding rollers 
37, 38 and 39, 40 is a folding knife 43, 44 for pressing a 
de?ected portion of a document or a stack of documents into 
the folding nip. 

[0024] After alignment of the documents of a stack in the 
aligning station 16, the stack is ?rst moved against the 
feeding direction and then to the folding station 32, Whereby, 
at least if the stack is to be folded, the edge of the stack 
remote from the stop 26, and a portion of the stack contigu 
ous thereto, is de?ected along a pair of folding rollers 37, 38 
or 89, 40 and the stack is subsequently pressed into a folding 
nip betWeen the folding rollers 37, 38 or 39, 40 by one of the 
folding knives 43, 44. Thereupon the folding rollers are 
driven, so that a fold is provided in the stack. 

[0025] Afolding station and folding method of the type as 
described hereinabove are described in more detail in US. 
Pat. No. 4,985,013, Which is hereby referred to. 

[0026] Connected to the folding station 32 is an inserter 
station 33. This inserter station 33 is equipped With tWo trays 
34, 35 for envelopes. What can serve as a basis for such an 
inserter station is an inserter station described in more detail 
in the European patent application having publication no. 
0781671. The inserter station has an envelope track 4 and an 
exit 18 for packaged mail pieces 

[0027] At the beginning of the setting and production 
operation represented in FIG. 2, ?rst, in a setting phase, 
during a selection step 100, one or more properties of the 
?nishing assembly are determined Which are associated With 
the series of mail pieces to be produced These can be, for 
instance: the inserts 20, 21, 23 needed for the mail pieces, 
and their positions, the required type of sheets 25 to be 
printed, required type(s) of envelopes, the number of 
required feeder stations, the settings of the folding station, 
the position of the stop 26, tee presence of special stations 
at the position 1‘, the presence of a framing unit, etc. 

[0028] The properties can have been priorly determined 
and subsequently stored in a memory 651 linked With a 
control unit 65 of the ?nishing assembly. At the start of the 
operation, a set of properties (also referred to as job setting) 
that apply to the production of a mail piece or, as is more 
usual, a series of mail pieces, is selected from the memory 
by a user. If the properties of the ?nishing assembly for the 
kind of mail piece to be produced have not been priorly 
determined, the properties can, after being inputted, be 
stored in the memory 651, so that in a next production 
operation of the same kind of mail pieces the data regarding 
the required set of properties can be readily retrieved again. 
Determining the properties of the ?nishing assembly that are 
desired for a series of mail pieces and inputting the data 
involved in the memory can be done by third person, not 
being an operator, for instance a technician of the manufac 
turer or a specially trained employee. 
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[0029] After a set of properties has been established, the 
control unit 65, in determining step 101, determines the 
physical properties thereof that are to be changed manually. 
It Will be clear that automatically modi?able properties of 
the ?nishing assembly can be automatically modi?ed under 
the control of the control unit 65. The properties to be 
modi?ed manually, hoWever, must be adapted by the opera 
tor. Automatically modi?able properties are knoWn per se 
and are therefore not discussed for the sake of brevity. The 
properties to be changed manually can be, for instance: the 
types of document that must be present in the respective 
feeder stations 1, the presence of a particular type of station 
at the position 1‘ and doWnstream of the inserter machine 33, 
the siZe of the sheets 25 to be printed, the position of the stop 
26 and the kind of envelopes that must be present in the 
envelope feeder stations 34, 35. 

[0030] After determination step 101, the control unit 65, in 
stop 103, determines the difference betWeen the selected 
manually modi?able properties and current properties of a 
current condition of the ?nishing assembly. To that end, ?rst, 
in step 104, the current properties of the current condition of 
the ?nishing assembly are registered. To that end, the 
apparatus is provided With sensors 63, 64, 70-73 linked With 
the control unit 65, Which sensors can measure the quantities 
relevant for the respective property and, on the basis thereof, 
can provide signals that represent the respective properties 
to the control unit 65. As a result, the control unit 65 can 
determine the difference betWeen the current condition and 
the required properties. 

[0031] It is also possible, hoWever, to determine the cur 
rent properties relying on the set of properties that applied to 
the preceding production operation (step 102). The data 
regarding the set of properties that applied during the 
preceding production operation are stored in the memory 
651 and can be retrieved therefrom by the control structure 
65 and be compared With the properties determined. Deter 
mining the difference betWeen the current condition and the 
required properties can thus also be done Without actual 
observations, so that sensors can be saved. 

[0032] For determining postal items present in the feeder 
stations 1 and sheets present in the printer 2, a scanner 63 is 
arranged along the transport track 3, doWnstream of the 
feeder stations 1 and the printer 2. The stations 1 and the 
printer are controlled one by one to feed an item, and these 
are scanned by the scanner 63. Thus, only one scanner can 
suffice for scanning items from all stations 1 and the printer 
2. For observing envelope types in stations 34, 35, sensors 
72, 73 are provided. In the embodiment shoWn in FIG. 1, the 
sensors 72, 73 are designed as digital cameras Which can 
make a recording of tee upper side of a stack of envelopes. 
The recording made by the cameras is then inputted into the 
control unit 65 and compared With images of postal item 
types as stored in the memory 651, so that the item type 
present can be determined and compared With the item type 
according to the required properties. 

[0033] In FIG. 1, further sensors 71 in the form of 
connections With several electrical contact pints are placed 
Which can each detect the presence of a feeder station in the 
respective position and, on the basis of a signal received via 
the contact points, can further identify the type of feeder 
station. At the stop 26 a sensor 70 is present Which deter 
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mines the position of the stop, and the folding station is 
provided With a detector Which can detect the position of 
de?ectors 41, 42. 

[0034] After in step 103 the difference betWeen the 
required properties and the current properties has been 
determined, the difference determined is represented in 
representation step 105. Such representation can be done in 
any humanly perceptible form. According to this eXample, 
the difference is represented on a display 67. It is also 
possible, hoWever, to provide the control structure 65 With 
a speech module and to communicate the difference to the 
operator by Way of speech via a loudspeaker 66. Commu 
nication to the operator is then also possible Without the 
operator being in the immediate vicinity of the display 67, 
Which enables faster ?lling of the trays 5, 10, because the 
operator does not need to look at the display all the time. As 
the difference betWeen the current condition and the prop 
erties to be changed is displayed, the operator can readily see 
What operations he must perform to bring the apparatus in 
the condition required for the mail piece to be produced. The 
operator thus does not himself need to determine the differ 
ences and the operations to be performed, but only needs to 
adjust the differences displayed, so that the risk of errors is 
reduced. As performing manual settings is thus simpli?ed, 
also the necessity of automatic setting is rendered less 
urgent. As a consequence, Without serious disadvantage, 
actuators for automatic setting can be saved upon. 

[0035] The ?nishing assembly, depending on the setting of 
the ?nishing assembly selected by the operator, can also 
determine Which operations are to be performed for remov 
ing the differences established in step 103 (step 106) and 
display the operations to be performed (step 107). A com 
bination of representation step 105 and determining and 
representing the operations to be performed is also possible. 
In that case, for instance, the difference is depicted on a 
display in the form of an image of the apparatus With the 
differences highlighted and the operations to be performed 
represented in a table neXt to the image. 

[0036] It is also possible in each case to represent only a 
portion of the operations to be performed in the step 107 and 
subsequently, in a step 108, to determine Whether any further 
operations are to be performed and, if so, to represent a neXt 
one of residual operations. As a result, it is checked in each 
case Whether the operator has performed the operation, or at 
least has reported it as performed, and the operator only 
needs to remember and perform the step represented. 

[0037] The operator’s chief actions are ?lling the feeder 
stations 1 and the envelope feeder stations 34, 35 With the 
correct postal item types, such as documents, inserts and 
envelope types. To prevent errors in this regard, in repre 
senting the operations to be performed, the item types to be 
loaded can be represented. To father reduce the risk of 
errors, also the feeder station Where a speci?c document type 
is to be entered can be represented. Such representation can 
be effected, for instance, by depicting a property of the item 
type on the display 67. This property can be, for instance, the 
appearance of the front of the document, a title of the 
document, an identi?cation code of the document, the siZe of 
the document or the kind of paper of the document. 

[0038] After difference step 103 and the representation 
step 105 and/or steps 106, 107 have been carried out, the 
current properties, as far as necessary, can be modi?ed into 
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the required properties, and With the production apparatus 
mail pieces can be produced With the system settings deter 
mined. 

What is claimed is 
1. A method for producing mail pieces in a mail produc 

tion apparatus, starting from physical postal items, compris 
ing: 

selecting a required operating condition of the mail pro 
duction apparatus applying to the production of at least 
one mail piece; 

determining at least one physical property to be realiZed 
manually of said required operating condition; 

registering at least one current physical property of a 
current condition of said mail production apparatus; 

determining a difference betWeen said at least one current 
physical property and said at least one property to be 
realiZed manually of said required operating condition; 

representing an indication associated With said difference 
in a humanly perceptible form; 

manually changing said at least one current physical 
property, such that said difference is removed; and 

composing said at least one mail piece from physical 
postal items With said mail production apparatus in said 
required operating condition 

2. A method according to claim 1, Wherein at least one 
property of said current condition is determined by deter 
mining at least one property of a directly preceding operat 
ing condition. 

3. A method according to claim 1, further comprising: 

determining operations to be performed manually for 
bringing said mail production apparatus from said 
current condition into said required operating condi 
tion; and 

4 representing said operations to be performed manually 
in a humanly perceptible form. 

4. A method according to claim 3, further comprising: 

each time after an operation has been performed, again 
register the current condition of said mail production 
apparatus; and 

representing in humanly perceptible form at least one 
residual operation of said operations to be performed. 

5. A method according to claim 1, further comprising 
determining types of physical postal items associated With 
said required operating condition; 

registering physical postal items loaded into said mail 
production apparatus; 

determining a physical postal item type of said loaded 
physical postal items; and 

determining a difference betWeen types of physical postal 
items associated With said required operating condition 
and sad types of loaded physical postal items; 

Wherein representing said difference comprises represent 
ing at least one type of physical postal items to be 
loaded. 
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6. A method according to claim 5, further comprising 
representing at least one loading position for physical postal 
items of said at least one type that are to be loaded. 

7. A method according to claim 6, Wherein representing 
said at least one type of physical postal item Apes to be 
loaded is carried out by representing a property of physical 
postal items of said at least one type that are to be loaded. 

8. Amethod according to clam 7, Wherein loaded physical 
postal items are registered by said mail production apparatus 
by scanning and registering a property of each of the types 
of loaded physical postal items. 

9. Acomputer program for supporting manual preparatory 
operations for operationaliZing a mail production apparatus, 
comprising instructions for: 

determining data regarding a required operating condition 
applying to the production of At least one mail piece; 

determining at least one physical property to be realiZed 
manually of said required operating condition; 

registering at least one current physical property of a 
current condition of said mail production apparatus; 

determining a difference betWeen said at least one current 
physical property and said at least one property to be 
realiZed manually of said required operating condition; 
and 

causing an indication associated With said difference to be 
represented mi humanly perceptible form. 

10. An information carrier provided With machine-read 
able data constituting a computer program according to 
claim 9. 

11. A mail production apparatus for producing mail 
pieces, starting from physical postal items, comprising: 

at least one ?nishing assembly for producing physical 
mail pieces; 

a sensor for registering a current physical property of a 
current condition of said at least one ?nishing assem 
bly; 

representation means; and 

a control structure communicatively linked With said 
?nishing assembly, said sensor and said representation 
means, said control structure being provided With code 
for: 

determining data regarding a required operating con 
dition applying to the production of at least one mail 
piece; 

determining at least one physical property to be real 
iZed manually of said required operating condition; 

registering at least one current physical property of a 
current condition of said ?nishing assembly; 

determining a difference betWeen said at least one 
current physical property and said at least one prop 
erty to be realiZed manually of said required oper 
ating condition; 

causing an indication associated With said difference to 
be represented by the representation means; and 

causing said at least one mail piece to be composed by 
said ?nishing assembly in said operating condition. 
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12. Au apparatus according to claim 11, further compris 
ing a memory structure communicatively linked With said 
control structure for storing data Which represent a directly 
preceding operating condition, Wherein said control struc 
ture is further arranged for determining at least one property 
of said current condition by determining at least one prop 
erty of said directly preceding operating condition. 

13. An apparatus according to claim 11, Wherein said 
control structure is further arranged for determining opera 
tions to be performed manually for bringing said ?nishing 
assembly from said current condition into said required 
operating condition and representing said operations to be 
performed With said representation means in humanly per 
ceptible form. 

14. An apparatus according to claim 13, Wherein said 
control structure is further arranged for registering the 
current condition again after the performance of one of said 
operations to be performed and representing in humanly 
perceptible form at least one residual operation of said 
operations to be performed. 

15. An apparatus according to claim 11, further compris 
ing an item sensor communicatively linked With said control 
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structure, for registering loaded physical postal items, 
Wherein said control structure is further arranged for deter 
mining physical postal item types associated With said 
required operating condition, registering loaded physical 
postal items, determining at least one type of said loaded 
physical postal items; and representing at least one type of 
physical postal items to be loaded. 

16. An apparatus according to claim 15, Wherein said 
control structure is further arranged for representing With 
said representation means, in addition to the or each type of 
physical postal items to be loaded, a loading position for 
physical postal items of that type to be loaded. 

17. An apparatus according to claim 15, Wherein said 
control structure is further arranged for representing a prop 
erty of physical postal items of said type to be loaded, 

18. An apparatus according to claim 16, Wherein said item 
sensor is arranged for registering an item property of said 
loaded physical postal items. 


